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Growth Goal(s): What will you work towards this 
school year? (School, District, Provincial, personal) 

1. Working on gaining & sharing more insights and 
strategies to help learners facing anxiety 

2. Continued work on technologization (blending 
technology with education) 

3. Innovative Learning evolutions 

 

Rationale: Why have you chosen this goal? (Include 
results of self assessment or feedback initiatives.)  

These three goals blend in very closely with our 
school goals: Technology Integration & Self 
Regulation and my own passions. 21st Century 
Education cannot look the same as the school 
experience I had, and as such I want to model the 
way to explore and sometimes embrace change.

Support Network: Who will help you meet your 
goal? 

Provincial & International Partners: Lynn Miller, Truman 
Spring, PLN via Twitter (including contact with SOLE 
fonder Sugata Mitra)

Strategies you will implement to support your goals: What 
will you do to meet your goal? What is your action plan? 

Goal 1: 

• Work with provincial partners to explore key ‘causes’ of 
anxiety (ie. sharing with UBCs Lynn Miller a theory around 
hospital visits between ages of 3-6 connecting to General 
Anxiety) - success with provincial meeting in spring 

• Establish and share the work of a ‘model self-regulation 
classroom’ with partners around the province (visits 
arranged with educators from around the province)  -
success, though self-reg room now shifted so tools in 
classrooms 

Goal 2: 

• Exploring benefits of sound technologies within various 
classrooms (specifically boy classrooms with female 
teachers) -success; voice mod systems now in all classes 
(that wanted one) and gym 

Goal 3: 

• Explore and report (via Blog & Twitter - update: and at a 
conference) about classroom strategies such as Genius Hour 
and SOLE (Self Organized Learning Environments) -
presenting at conferences including canflip14

Assessment:  How will you know you have reached your goal?  
How will you measure your success? 

Goal 1:  Greater confidence in identifying students who are 
working with anxiety and supporting all learners with 
strategies to be successful. What works for anxious learners 
benefits all. 

Goal 2:  Continued independence of learning community (staff 
and students) in using technology as a tool to enhance learning 
- not seeing it as a toy that may cause distractions (common 
language) 

Goal 3: Student feedback (and participation) in these learning 
strategies - a goal being independent initiative blended with 
an understanding of the benefits of descriptive feedback.  

Also the confidence (on my part) to share more regularly 
(online) on the journey of these approaches and explore 
alternate ways to communicate student learning (update: 
portfolio assessment initiative)

Summary/Results:  On your review date, review 
your progress and share your results with your 
professional partner.  Determine new goals for the 
coming school year based on your findings. 




